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ACCESSORIES & OPTIONS

Images may vary from actual products.

Customer-centered and technology-focused R&D enabled us to
become the IoT pioneer in the industry and to offer you the best
possible online solutions, from remote management of your assets
to contactless ordering.

TECHNOLOGY &
CONNECTIVITY

Guaranteeing the best coffee taste and freshness is your top
priority, but you are also looking to remain competitive and
enhance the performance of your brewers? Combine the best of
both worlds by using our convenient options and accessories.

CONVENIENCE
& AVAILABILITY

SOPHIA - GLOBAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CAPACITY

Our web-based application unlocks the full control of your assets by
letting you know exactly what is happening with your fleet, in real
time. From the comfort of your office chair, check your brewer status,
maintenance updates, and sales level for each coffee, make recipe
adjustments and even personalize the interface and add videos.

You are looking to maximize your on-site visits and reduce the
frequency of servicing and refilling? Increase your brewer waste bin
capacity with one of our chute kit options or modify the volume of
coffee beans and soluble ingredients available for your clients. You
can also opt for a shorter hopper alternative for that smaller account
to guarantee the freshness of your products and save space.

Available:
Sophia – Annual License
Sophia – Video Data Add-on

Available:
Chute kits
Hoppers short / extended
Bean hopper extension add-on
Extended soluble canisters
Extended base

SOPHIA - TOUCHLESS SOLUTIONS

SAFETY & ACCESSIBILITY

For your convenience and Sophia Touchless Solutions allows people
to order coffee without ever touching the brewer. Scanning a QR
code, clients can order the exact same recipes they love from their
smartphone without compromising their health and safety. To cover
all your needs, we also developed a scanner accessory that can be
installed on the machine for locations with limited coverage.

Whether you are looking for worry-free solutions to maximize your
sales, avoid incidents around your brewer or ensure your beverage
selections are accessible to as many coffee lovers as possible, our
integrated options can help.

Available:
Touchless - Online
Touchless - Scanner

Available:
Cup sensor
ADA touchpad
Printer

CONNECTIVITY ACCESSORIES

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Whether you are looking to connect your brewers to our private and
secure cellular network or to enhance the strength of your signal,
we offer a range of accessories that can help you upgrade your
equipment.

From coins and bills to credit cards and cashless options, allow your
clients to pay their coffee with most common systems and providers.
Our highly secure payment solutions are available in both USD and
CAD currencies.

Available:
Modem
High gain antenna

Available:
Credit card reader
Coin kit
Bill validator
Side box for payment system
Table top side box for payment system

BREWER
OPTIMIZATION

We offer numerous solutions to help you narrow the needs of
every environment. Ensure the optimal efficiency and return on
investment of your brewer while suiting the requirements
of your client.

Keep that “Out of order” sign far from your brewers. We can provide
tools that help improve the performance and safety of your equipment.
Using the right parts and accessories will not only avoid unplanned
maintenance, but will also extend the lifetime of your equipment.

MAINTENANCE
& SERVICING

Hundreds of parts, from door keys to water components are also
available. Order what you need by contacting our Customer service team.

CABINETS

PLATINUM FILTER PAPER

Optimize your coffee area, showcase your brewer and increase
your waste bin capacity all at once. All cabinets come with a pre-cut
chute hole and adjustable legs. Numerous features such as lockable
compartment for storage, step for easy hoppers filling, adjustable
shelves and corrugated or rigid plastic waste bin are also included
depending on the model.

Cafection Platinum filter paper is the only recommended paper for
your Cafection equipment. With a capacity of 1,600 cups per roll,
Platinum filter paper will ensure the best quality coffee extraction
from your reverse French press brew group and will help reduce your
maintenance cost.

Available:
Wood cabinet (16”, 24”, 32”)
Assembled wood cabinet
Metal cabinet

Available:
Filter paper (unit)
Filter paper (case of 36)

MDB base cabinet & waste kit
Basic cabinet with waste kit

DISPENSING SOLUTIONS

MAINTENANCE & CLEANING

Make your counter space a safer and more functional environment by
organizing sugar, stirrers and cups in a single place with our all-in-one
cup and condiment dispenser. Your brewer offers milk-based recipes?
Satisfy your most savvy customers by pairing the unit with a fresh
milk refrigerator to save time and guarantee optimal freshness.

Performing routine servicing on your brewer has never been easier,
thanks to our unit repair kits where you can find all essential replacement
parts in one place. Want to stay ahead of your game and avoid extra
maintenance costs? Make sure to use the right cleaning tablets for your
unit.

Available:
Cup & condiment dispenser
Milk Refrigerator
Milk container for milk refrigerator

Available:
Repair cases
Cleaning tablets
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BRANDING &
CUSTOMIZATION
How about a competitive brand strategy based on your excellent product or service, combine with what is regarded
as the best bean to cup coffee machines on the market?
Our branding options offer you a unique chance to get a customized coffee machine that will not only serve a good
cup of coffee, but also represent your branding strategy and reinforce your brand image.

PRINTED BRANDING
Control your corporate image and
maximize your relationship with
current customers.
Add a high quality vinyl sticker to the
fascia of your machine. It's the best
way to be visbile from a distance and
to drive clients to the brewer for a cup
of coffee.

VIDEO BRANDING
Brew Time
Take advantage of having your customer in
front of the screen in the wait of his coffee.
Display your own customized content
during brew time and reach an attentive
audience that is, and will remain, in front of
your message for almost a minute.
Now that’s focused attention!
Screen Saver
Make the most of the inactivity periods of
the brewer by adding a screen saver video.
Stimulate interest in your different products
and services and lead your clients directly
to the coffee machine.

2355, avenue Dalton, Québec (Québec) G1P 3S3 Canada
T: 800-561-6162 F: 800-463-2739
www.cafectionevoca.com
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